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At the end of this class, you will be able to…

Key learning objectives

#AU2015

Consolidate Visualize

Add/Import Apply

…multiple styles from sources such as project standards DWGs, currently opened DWGs 
etc. to your design objects



Imagine a new construction; 
A house, A room, A building















Isn’t this how you 
organize your drawings
 Layers
 Floors



Your house will most certainly have walls, 
and that too of different types.
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Internal Walls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While internal walls help divide-up space, external walls must be weatherproof to withstand the test of time.Show internal wallsShow external walls (Selected in the drawing)



External Walls
Weatherproof to withstand the test of time



How do you visualize these different styles 
of walls in designs and documentation?
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External Walls
Applying a Style





Let’s see you do it in AutoCAD Architecture 2014

Style in a different project?



3 minutes Timer

3 minutes
1 minute

1 minute Timer



Who kept the time?



Now let’s see how you do it with Styles Browser 
in  AutoCAD Architecture 2016

Style in a different project?



3 minutes Timer

3 minutes
1 minute

1 minute Timer



Recap of using Styles Browser!

Steps of using Styles 
Browser for Currently 
opened Drawings

Click Home tab 
 Tools drop-
down Styles 

Browser. 

Alternately, enter 
STYLESBROWSER 
on the command line.

In the Style Import 
Palette, select an 

object type.

In the Drawing 
Source drop-down, 
choose Currently 
Open Drawings. 

Select the desired 
style,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete the following procedure to import an object style to the current drawing from a currently open drawing.Click Home tab  Tools drop-down  Styles Browser. Alternately, enter STYLESBROWSER on the command line.In the Style Import Palette, select an object type.In the Drawing Source drop-down, choose Currently Open Drawings. A list of available object styles is displayed in the gallery.Select the desired style,and double-click to begin drawing with it.right-click and select Add Object to begin drawing with it.right-click and select Import Styles to import the style into the drawing.Note: The relevant command is activated when you double-click the object style.



And now how about using Styles Brower for project 
standard drawings??



Power of Styles Browser

Apply styles on several types of objects

Choose styles from several drawing sources

Browse / search your choice of style from the 
styles gallery

Visualize your object style in various Views 
Directions (Top, bottom, Left, Right etc)

Apply style to object in one-click



Apply styles on several types of objects



Choose styles from several drawing sources



Styles Gallery

Variety of Styles
View Directions

Dynamically Search Style



Tips & Tricks

Expand your galley view 
by collapsing the 

object/drawing selection 
options 

Preview the style 
by hovering 

longer



Tips & Tricks

Right Click pop-up menu on Style 
for Quick Actions

Background color 
of styles & gallery



Exterior Wall 
Style: Brick-0900 Int

Gypsum Al Frame

Interior Wall 
Style: Al frame 
Double Gypsum

[MEP] Conduit
Style: Standard



Exterior Wall 
Style: Brick-0900 Int

Gypsum Al Frame





Un-styled Dream house



With styles, Dream house







Imagined. Styled. Delivered.

gaurav.Sachdeva@autodesk.com
Sridhar.subramani@autodesk.com 

Contact Us



What else has been cooking
with AutoCAD Architecture and MEP 2016?



Section Enhancements

What’s New?
Autodesk® AutoCAD MEP 2016

• Productivity enhancements
• Auto calculate included objects on creation
• Create a new section without dialog
• Specify ‘length’ more naturally by dragging the 

cursor so that the boundary can be specified easily
• New objects added included in the section result 

by doing a ‘Refresh’. No need to regenerate 
section

• Objects are highlighted when the selection set is 
modified

• Single-click refresh of all sections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section EnhancementsAuto calculate included objects on creationThe section line has been enhanced to automatically calculate objects which lie within the section clip volume and generate the section result without bringing up the dialog box .  Note that this has always been the behavior when using the Callout commands.  The enhancement here is to extend that process to all ways of creating Sections and Elevations.Create a new section without dialogYou can now create a section line and generate the section result in a single command. For example, invoking the VerticalSection command will create a section line and request a point to specify the insertion point of the section result without bringing up the dialog box. However, you can still bring up the dialog box by choosing the Dialog option on the command line.This is also true for generating sections from an existing section line.Specify ‘length’ more naturallySection Length can now be specified more naturally by dragging the cursor so that the boundary can be specified easily without the need to guess where the boundary will end, similar to a section callout. When dynamic input is enabled, the length can also be specified using the dynamic dimensions on the screen. The ‘length’ option has also been added to section callouts.Add new objects on refreshNew objects added to the drawing and which are included within the section volume will be included in the section result by doing a ‘Refresh’ of the section result. It is no longer necessary to select the newly added objects and ‘Regenerate’ the section result.In the case of sections created in previous releases, the new objects will not be automatically added until the section result is refreshed in Maestro or the drawing is saved.  Object exclusionObjects excluded from the section results in either Maestro or a previous release will be maintained. When drawing from an earlier version of AutoCAD Architecture containing excluded objects (which are within the section clip volume) is opened in Maestro, the section line is considered a ‘legacy’ section until after a first ‘refresh’ of the section results or the drawing is saved in Maestro. The excluded objects list is maintained so when a section is generated from a section line the section result won’t contain the objects which were previously excluded.Show objects highlighted when try to modify the selection setThough objects within the section clip volume are selected automatically, you can still modify the selection set in the Generate Section/ Elevation dialog by doing a ‘Regenerate’ of the section result. The button Select objects has replaced the Select Additional Objects and ReLselect Objects to modify the selection set. Clicking on this button will allow the you can modify the selection set and also lets the you  see the existing selection set which is  highlighted.Automatically update selection set when modify the section lineWhen the section line is modified and therefore the section clip volume, the selection set is automatically updated, i.e. objects may be either added or removed from the selection set depending on whether the bounding box of the objects are now either within or outside of the bounding box of the section clip volume.Refresh all section results in the current drawingAll section results in the current drawing can be refreshed by a single click. 



Property Visibility Override

What’s New?
Autodesk® AutoCAD MEP 2016

To simplify debugging of Formula Properties, you 
can now override the settings for Visibility, and 
Order made in the Style Manager using:
- a Sysvar “AECPSDVISIBILITY” or 
- Object Settings tab of the Options dialog



Questions & Answers

gaurav.Sachdeva@autodesk.com
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 Seek answers to all of your technical product questions by 
visiting the Answer Bar.

 Open daily 8am-10am and Noon-6pm and located just outside 
of Hall C on Level 2.

 Staffed by Autodesk developers, QA, 
& support engineers ready to help 
you through your most challenging 
technical questions.

More Questions? Email us or Visit the AU Answer Bar 
Attend Research session: Wednesday 4pm, 2601
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Imagine a new construction; a house, a room, a building; anything. It will most certainly 
have walls, and that too of different types. While internal walls help divide-up space, 
external walls must be weatherproof to withstand the test of time. Architects, site-workers, 
construction managers need to visualize these different styles of walls in designs and 
documentation. Such variations in styles are a norm not only in walls but also in other 
objects such as stairs, windows, doors, ducts etc. How does one keep track of these various 
styles in different drawings/projects? As the scale of construction increases so does the 
complexity. 

Our class introduces the concept of Styles Browser in AutoCAD Architecture (Building 
Design Suite, MEP) through LIVE demonstration and examples. We establish the 
productivity gains achievable (2x/3x or more, based on object type) while consolidating, 
visualizing and applying styles to objects using Styles Browser versus without it.

Class Description
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